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 HIGHER - LUMEN MODULAR DOWNLIGHTING
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“ The key innovation 
is how modular it 
is. We have a single 
housing that works 
with any type of 
application you want, 
and if you change 
your mind later on, 
our product can 
support it.”

Housing
Start with one housing
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Performance. 
Flexibility. 
And your job,  
made simpler.

The DCD Series brings together 
robust lighting capability and a highly 
modular system that radically simplifies 
configuration in the field. With just one 
housing type, you can change optics,  
lumen outputs, or switch to an adjustable. 

DMF understands the unique challenges 
of commercial lighting, so not only does 
the DCD Series provide exceptional 
higher-lumen illumination for a variety of 
applications, but it’s also easy to order, 
install, and maintain. 

We’re also innovating to serve you better 
by drastically improving product availability 
and delivering at a price point that others 
can’t match. All this adds up to one thing: 
brilliant results.

DCD Series 1

Module
Configure your light
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Trim
Finish with a wide range  
of customizable trims
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One housing, many choices
The DCD Series is flexible enough to illuminate your whole project with a broad 
range of light and aesthetics options, all with just one housing. Select from either  
a General or Adjustable module, and pair it with a beautifully finished trim to create 
exactly the results you’re looking for. The DCD Series makes it all simple with 
precision-crafted, inter-operable components.

Radically simplify  
configuration in the field

GENERAL 
DOWNLIGHTING 

Efficiently illuminate higher 
ceiling applications with 
90+ CRI lighting by utilizing 
DCD3 with a Flood or Wide 
Flood optic and any trim.

WALL WASH 

Evenly highlight smooth walls 
or accent textured surfaces 
by combining DCD3 with a 
Wall Wash trim.

ACCENT LIGHTING 

Narrow Spot, Spot, and 
Narrow Flood optics for 
DCD3, along with a Pinhole 
trim, offer different options 
for accentuating objects 
and furniture.

DIRECTIONAL  
LIGHTING 

The adjustable DCD4 
allows for 360º of aimable 
lighting in five different 
beam angles.

“ You can basically hold 
the whole system in 
your hands, and once 
you put it in the ceiling, 
you don’t ever need to 
touch a live wire.”

Change of plans? No problem.
If you can’t decide on color temperature, or pick 
between a downlight or an adjustable, now you don’t 
have to choose. A single DCD housing can tackle 
your whole project with a wide range of options that 
you can change on the fly.

DMF understands that 
conditions on a project 
can change. A new paint 
color or material can  
have drastic effects  
on your lighting.
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Options that  
create simplicity

Tool-free, field-changeable optics 
with a swap of the lens

Connect with just a snap,  
no wiring required

Cold-fused light shield eliminates 
light leak and allows for radically 

decreased weight and size

Compact LED lighting module with 
multiple lighting options built-in

Universal inside aperture

Wingnuts allow vertical 
adjustments by hand

Integrated Twist & Lock driver

Tool-free levers and knobs for precise, 
infinite adjustments, that stay put

Compatible with T-bar, 
metal stud, and hat 

channel applications 

Clear colors and grooves for 
perfect trim alignment

Robust bar hangers don’t 
flex, eliminating the risk of 
light leak
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19"

7"

DCD Frame

NEW CONSTRUCTION

REMODEL

Small size,  
huge difference
Competitors use a big, heavy black 
box to control light leaks. The DCD’s 
module mounted light shield is far 
smaller and far lighter, taking up a 
fraction of the volume of a traditional 
can. This makes our lighting vastly 
easier to design and install.

Flexibility at every stage 
Start with this housing. Later, you can 
decide to install general downlights or 
adjustables. And even after installation, 
you can still switch to accents or wall 
washes and change beam angles.

A strong foundation 
Lesser housings can sag, leading to fixture movement 
below the ceiling and light leak. Having a strong and 
stable housing makes adjustable module movements 
perfect, where aim stays steady. Specially-designed, 
galvanized-steel bar hangers ensure that the 
complete luminaire acts as a perfect single unit.
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DCD Modules

A perfect balance

Our modules are brilliantly crafted for performance, flexibility, and 
efficiency. They feature an integrated driver that’s easily replaceable, 
giving you the perfect combination of simplicity and utility. Built for 
fast installation and ease of use, even for general labor. Both modules 
are the center point of our highly modular system, allowing you to 
switch one out for the other, change lumens, or beam angles, all 
while keeping labor cost low.

Field-changeable optics use  
high-efficiency microlenses

Low-profile, acrylic lens provides 
beam control down to 15º

Integrated 0-10V driver for 
dimming down to 1%

Die-cast aluminum heat sink 
efficiently dissipates heat to 
maximize LED performance

Lens holder snaps into place, 
no tools necessary

Highly reflective optics holder 
for maximum efficiency

90+ CRI, 2-step SDCM  
Cree LED for vivid, true color

Proprietary connector and Twist and 
Lock integration requires no wiring

8 DCD Series
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DCD3 
Higher-Lumen Fixed Downlight

All-around excellence
The DCD3 delivers up to 3000 lm of superior lighting at 90+ CRI, perfect for higher 
ceiling applications. Its tool-free, field-changeable lenses and trims offer endless 
lighting customization, allowing you to easily change how your spaces feel and 

perform with minimal labor. Whether you’re lighting a concert hall or a corridor, the 
DCD3 gives you impressive versatility that’s incredibly simple to use.

Color Temperature

50,000 hrs   /   5 years

Optional Emergency LED Driver for lighting up to 90 minutes in event of power failure

Standards

Color Quality 90+ CRI, 2-step SDCM

Beam Spread

Ratings UL Listed for Wet Location

0-10V, Lutron EcoSystemDimming

Guarantee

Emergency

Delivered Lumens 1500 lm ( 20W)   /   2000 lm ( 28W)   /   2500 lm (37W)   /   3000 lm  (40W)

S (25°)NS (15°) WF (60°)F (40°)

2700K 3000K 3500K 4000K

Aperture 4" Commercial

Application New Construction, Remodel

Trims
Standard Round Beveled, Hyperbolic, Pinhole, Low Profile, Wall Wash, Decorative, 
Flangeless, Emergency

Trim Finish
White, Black, Clear Diffuse, Warm Diffuse, Black w/ White Flange, Clear Diffuse
w/ White Flange, Warm Diffuse w/ White Flange, Custom
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Aim higher
The DCD4 puts powerful lighting exactly where you want it with 360º of aimable 

rotation and up to 40º of tilt. Simply unlock a lever and knob to allow precise, 
infinite adjustments and then lock it back into place. The process is quick, simple, 
and 100% tool-free. And with field-changeable beam angles and lumen outputs, 

you can further customize your lighting, even after installation.

DCD4
Higher-Lumen Adjustable Downlight

Color Temperature

50,000 hrs   /   5 years

Optional Emergency LED Driver for lighting up to 90 minutes in event of power failure

Standards

Color Quality 90+ CRI, 2-step SDCM

Ratings UL Listed for Damp Location

0-10V, Lutron EcoSystemDimming

Guarantee

Emergency

Delivered Lumens 1500 lm ( 21W )   /   2000 lm ( 37W)   /   2500 lm (40W)     

2700K 3000K 3500K 4000K

Aperture 4" Commercial

Application New Construction, Remodel

Trims Standard Round Beveled, Pinhole, Flangeless

Trim Finish White, Black, Clear Diffuse, Warm Diffuse, Black w/ White Flange, Clear Diffuse w/ 
White Flange, Warm Diffuse w/ White Flange, Custom

360° directional aim, 40° tiltAdjustment

Beam Spread

 

S (25°)NS (15°) WF (60°)F (40°)

Specialty Lens Options Linear SpreadHexcell Louver
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DCD Trims 

Precision-crafted  
aluminum construction

 Lip under trim helps ensure  
a perfect seal with the ceiling

Robust stainless steel clips ensure 
tight connection and eliminate 
sagging and light leak

 Installs easy and tool-free with 
Twist & Lock feature

DMF has precision-crafted trims 
to meet every need, whether you 
want a diffused glow or a narrow 
spotlight, an eye-catching trim  
or one that disappears.

14 DCD Series
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Standard Round Beveled Hyperbolic Pinhole Low Profile

Wall Wash Emergency Decorative: Open, Frosted Decorative: Closed, Clear, 
Frosted Inside

Flangeless: Round Flangeless: Hyperbolic Flangeless: Pinhole Flangeless: Wall Wash

DCD3 Trims 

DCD4 Trims 

Round Pinhole Flangeless: Round Flangeless: Pinhole
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“ Everything is  
so modular and 
plug & play, you 
don’t even need  
a screwdriver.  
All you need is a 
ladder to get up  
to the light.”
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Finish on time
Beyond making a great product, DMF is dedicated to making your project go right, and that starts 
with our dedication to availability. Our DCD Frame is available within 24 hours, and our modules are 
available within 48 hours. That means you’ll never be stuck at a critical point in your project, unable 
to finish because you’re waiting on lighting.

...and on budget
Another place where DMF is bringing innovation to construction is simplified pricing. One price for 
the housing and most trims and easy to remember adders for lumen outputs and specialty trims. 
Once you place an order, you can be confident in the pricing, even if the lighting design changes. 
Need to switch from a flood to a spot or from a round to a pinhole trim? It won’t cost you anything. 
Plus, the DCD allows you to control costs by choosing just what you need, instead of overpaying  
for flexibility down the road.

Availability + Consistent Pricing  
= Project Success

1) Start with the DCD Frame guaranteed in stock & ships in 24 hours

2) Plan your lighting design general, accent, directional, or wall wash

3) Order modules and trims ships in 48 hours

4) Adapt to changing conditions easily swap out modules, optics, and trims

5) Consistent pricing throughout no surprises

6) Tool-free maintenance all plug & play

“ Some people look 
at lighting from 
the price side, 
some from quality, 
and others from 
performance.  
For us, we try  
and hit all three.” 

Ease of correct install

•  Single housing for the majority of projects

•  Robust housing and tool-free adjustments above the 
ceiling ensure success below the ceiling

•  Choose the light configuration you need: general 
downlight, wall wash, accent, and aimable lighting – 
change it on the fly if you need something different

•  Material selection, engineering design, and aesthetic 
finish ensure long-lasting performance

•  Field-changeable optics and driver for future 
upgrades and maintenance
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DMF Lighting’s new commercial DCD 
Series achieves heights that we’ve never 
reached before. This innovative lighting 
family builds on what we’ve learned 
from decades of downlighting and from 
creating the award-winning OneFrame®.

Designed for higher ceilings and greater 
lumen outputs, the DCD Series provides 
superior lighting quality, more control,  
and more options.

Because our dedication to excellent 
lighting extends beyond the fixture, we’ve 
engineered improvements across the 
entire life-cycle, from design and delivery 
to installation and future needs.

Learn more at: dmflighting.com
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“  How easy it is to 
swap out different 
products, how easy 
it is to maintain our 
products, and how 
reliable and durable 
our products are. This 
is how we make our 
products unique, and 
that’s how we make 
them standard.”
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